Military Diversity
A Key American Strategic Asset
Gen. Michael X. Garrett, U.S. Army

A

s commanding general of U.S. Army Forces
Command (FORSCOM), I am responsible for
the readiness of more than 750,000 active and
reserve component soldiers across the United States.1
Readiness is “the Army’s ability to provide adequate forces to meet the demands of the NMS
[National Military Strategy],” and is reflected when
the Army meets combatant command requirements,
achieves high performance in operations and training
exercises, and maintains a technological and tactical
edge through modernization initiatives.2 Readiness is
the reason FORSCOM exists: our headquarters’ mission is to “train and prepare a combat-ready, globally
responsive Total Force.”3
In my experience, one of the most essential indicators of readiness is a unit’s ability to operate as a
diverse, cohesive team. The highest levels of trust combined with individual
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soldier and commander tells me diversity is much more
than a force multiplier; it is essential at every level of
mission effectiveness.5
Beyond the way a unit shoots, moves, and communicates, readiness in the U.S. Army depends on team members who represent all of America and operate with high
morale and camaraderie. And while “the vast majority
of the men and women of this Department [of Defense]
serve with honor and uphold our core values,” even one
intolerant or untrustworthy team member can have an
outsized impact on a unit’s cohesion and reliability.6
Without diversity, a homogeneous team of soldiers
would lack the resilience, perspective, and growth
offered by teammates from different backgrounds.
Without trust, these teams would inevitably make
mistakes and miss opportunities on the battlefield—
possibly at the cost of American lives. If compounded
over time, these team-level effects could drive down
American and U.S. military credibility, compromising
our core, enduring interests.
This makes diversity not only a right but also a
strategic military asset—essential to meet today’s
security challenges.7

One Soldier’s Experience
In one of his initial public messages to senior
Department of Defense leaders, Secretary of Defense
Lloyd J. Austin III wrote, “Service members, DoD civilian employees, and all those who support our mission,
deserve an environment free of discrimination, hate,
and harassment.”8
Perhaps I am fortunate to have grown up and
enjoyed serving in such an environment. Born into
an Army family where my father eventually rose to
the rank of command sergeant major, I have spent my
entire life around the Army and experienced the best of
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Second Lt. Michael X. Garrett (center) stands at attention as his parents pin his rank on his uniform during his U.S. Army commissioning ceremony
in May 1984 at Xavier University in Cincinnati. Garrett’s first assignment in the Army was at the 24th Infantry Division at Fort Stewart, Georgia,
where his father, Command Sgt. Maj. Edward Garrett (right), served as the division command sergeant major. (Photo courtesy of the author)

its culture: duty, teamwork, and mission focus. While
I have experienced and addressed everyday slights
and unconscious bias as a Black soldier, I have not
experienced the kind of overt racism or hatred I know
others have. Army values and common purpose united
soldiers and families—even though I knew there were
significantly fewer Black kids to play with on the other
side of post where the officer corps lived.
Although I did not think about it often, I knew
most of the chain of command did not look like me.
Gen. Roscoe Robinson Jr. became the Army’s first
Black four-star general in 1982, only two years before
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I was commissioned as an infantry officer.9 In 1989,
when I was a captain, Colin Powell became the Army’s
second Black four-star general when he took command
of the organization I lead today.10
I was not and am not ignorant to the presence of
racism in the Army, but I believed the best thing I
could do was follow my role models, be a role model
myself, and exceed standards.
Standards drove my experience as a young officer,
particularly in the competitive, hard-training 75th
Ranger Regiment. What mattered for every member of
the team was whether they met the standard: in their
15

physical fitness, tactical proficiency, and professional
behavior. Instead of race, religion, or other differences,
we talked about standards and relentlessly trained to
be masters of our skills and soldier tasks. And while
I always felt the standard was a little higher for Mike
Garrett than anybody else, I do not believe race was a
determining factor in my career. Today, I am proud to

Juan M. Alcantara, born in the Dominican Republic
and posthumously granted American citizenship; Sgt.
Nicholas A. Gummersall, a star athlete from Idaho;
Cpl. Kareem R. Khan, a New Jersey native and Muslim
soldier; and Staff Sgt. Jacob M. Thompson, a Minnesota
native on his second combat tour.11 This is one tragic example, out of many, of our force’s diversity and strength:

Soldiers graduate from the Basic Leaders Course class 004-19, hosted by 3rd Battalion, 218th Regiment (Leadership), South Carolina Army National Guard, 1 March 2019 at the McCrady Training Center in Eastover, South Carolina. (Photo by Cindi King, U.S. National Guard)

lead in an Army that has also removed gender and sexual orientation as barriers to a soldier’s ability to choose
their career path and meet standards.
Commanding and leading soldiers as a brigade
commander deployed to Iraq helped me value diversity
in the U.S. Army on a deeper level. Soldiers from across
the country, representing every part of our country,
trained and served together in exceedingly complex
and dangerous environments. Although they were not
assigned to my brigade, I was in Iraq when four soldiers
were killed in action together on 6 August 2007: Cpl.
16

soldiers from different backgrounds serving and fighting
together. It is thoroughly and uniquely American.
The more I looked around, the more I realized the
U.S. military looked and felt much more diverse than
partner nations’ largely homogeneous militaries. I came
to quietly respect and appreciate the ways soldiers of
different races, religions, cultures, and backgrounds
worked together, representing the best of our Nation.
I am honored to be the Army’s ninth Black
four-star general, which means for all but six years
since 1982, Black soldiers—at least Black male
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soldiers—have been able to see themselves in one of
the Army’s top billets.12 Considering the importance
of diversity to our Army’s identity, it is clear we have
more work to do. We must continue to combat unconscious bias, microaggressions, and rare cases of overt
extremist behavior before they corrode us from within.

most: at the point of contact. And through belonging,
soldiers identify themselves as members of their teams
despite their different backgrounds because they share a
deep connection to the mission.
This is easier said than done. Unit cohesion, or
interpersonal respect, is not as clearly assessed and

A team that ignores its unspoken differences may fail to
build camaraderie and risks silently condoning racist or
extremist behaviors.

Hopefully sooner rather than later, the Army’s tenth,
eleventh, and one hundredth Black four-star generals
will lead soldiers, alongside the tenth, eleventh, and
one hundredth women and non-Black minorities who
hold the same rank. More than ever, I am convinced
diversity is one of the Army’s most valuable strategic
assets; it deserves our attention and protection.

Leader Responsibilities
It is every leader’s duty to ensure inclusion within
their teams through their unit’s culture and command climate.13 Like all strategic assets, leaders must
deliberately preserve and sustain their diversity and
inclusion. This takes time and energy but is otherwise
relatively low cost. Few other U.S. strategic assets—
such as military end strength or weapon systems—are
available at the low cost of a small-team leader’s commitment and focus. Through diversity and inclusion,
the Army has an opportunity to dramatically increase a strategic imperative—along with our people’s
well-being and our force’s readiness—through nothing
more than leaders’ daily actions.
Leaders who infuse inclusion, respect, cohesion,
and belonging within their teams will foster the level of
diversity necessary for the Army’s strategic credibility.
Leaders should create opportunities for soldiers to prove
themselves and be judged against standards instead of
their gender, race, ethnicity, religion, or sexual orientation. With their leaders’ respect, soldiers are welcome to
perform and advance on these teams just as I was, without judgment or bias. Through cohesion, teams see past
their differences and trust one another where it matters
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validated as a platoon’s ability to conduct a live-fire
exercise or a tank crew’s gunnery table performance.
An inclusive and ready unit takes 365-day-a-year
leadership; fortunately, soldiers have 365-day-a-year
leaders. From the squad to corps levels, leaders must
ensure their actions support the strategically diverse
force we need, in the following ways:
Develop leaders. Teach all leaders and soldiers
to identify unconscious bias, navigate difficult conversations, and address conflicts. Microaggressions—
described as “a comment or action that subtly and
often unconsciously or unintentionally expresses a
prejudiced attitude toward a member of a marginalized group”—take many forms.14 For example, as
a general officer, I have been part of groups where a
guest assumed one of my white staff members was the
group’s senior member. While it is tempting to brush
off a seemingly harmless assumption, doing so would
be a missed opportunity. Leaders must be comfortable
identifying microaggressions about to occur in their
own behavior and be clear when correcting these indignities within their formations. Furthermore, subordinate leaders must be empowered to admit they cannot
solve an inclusion or interpersonal problem on their
own, and they must be connected with best practices
and trained professionals.15
Define and uphold standards. In our fair and
inclusive Army, all soldiers deserve the opportunity
to prove themselves by meeting the standard. They
rely on their leaders to communicate exactly what
that standard is and then follow through by consistently applying this standard. Ill-defined or changing
17

standards leave room for subjective leadership and
erode soldiers’ trust in their leaders.
Promote unity of effort. Give small teams an opportunity to rally around a common purpose: a mission, a
field training exercise, or a squad- or platoon-wide goal.
The Army is made up of individuals from all different

build relationships. This is not time off from training,
and in many cases, may incorporate small-team training opportunities where trust and teamwork are the
principal outcomes.
These recommendations are relatively tactical-level
actions for leaders of small teams and squads to ulti-

A culture of inclusion offers transformative experiences
to those who do enter the Army with biases; soldiers
and veterans who learn and grow in our teams come to
represent the best of American values.
backgrounds and parts of our Nation, but there is always
the potential for common ground. People join the Army
to serve, to become leaders, or to seek new opportunities
and education—these motivations are not exclusive to
any one race, ethnicity, gender, or religion.16 Leaders who
know their people can tap into these motivations and
build connections across the team.
Encourage difficult conversations. When I run
during physical training hours, I sometimes “hijack” a
squad on the road, introduce myself, and ask questions
about their team. Months ago, I asked one squad, which
happened to include soldiers of different races, how
often they had conversations about race. Their answer:
“Of course not, why would we talk about that?” At their
age, I would have had the same answer. What I did
not appreciate in my twenties, and hope I helped these
soldiers appreciate now, is that teams are better when
they acknowledge their differences and learn about one
another.17 A team experiencing healthy conflict—such
as respectful, empathetic conversations about personal
topics—is genuinely building inclusion and belonging.
Alternatively, a team that ignores its unspoken differences may fail to build camaraderie and risks silently
condoning racist or extremist behaviors.18
Foundational Training Days—the FORSCOMwide initiative in which leaders dedicate one day in
each month’s training calendar to building trust between leaders and team members—gives teams time to
ask tough questions, tackle issues, and get to know one
another’s unique perspectives. Foundational Training
Days rely on teams and leaders to approach each
opportunity with an open mind and genuine desire to
18

mately achieve strategic results. The benefits of leaders
who promote inclusion within their teams are clear,
albeit best measured over the long term.
A culture of inclusion offers transformative experiences to those who do enter the Army with biases;
soldiers and veterans who learn and grow in our teams
come to represent the best of American values.

Diversity as a Strategic Asset

We will take urgent action to ensure that our national
security workforce reflects the full diversity of America and
all the strengths it brings.
—President Joseph R. Biden Jr.19
National strategy exists to secure and advance our
Nation’s long-term, enduring, core interests over time.20
Military strategy is the business of civilian leaders,
generals, and admirals regarding force employment
within the combatant commands and each military
institution’s direction for its future force.21 As the commander of one such institution within the U.S. Army, I
believe America requires, and will continue to require,
a diverse force in order to be effective. Like America’s
partnerships, diplomatic corps, and cutting-edge
technology, a diverse and inclusive military force is an
essential element of our force’s ability to compete, fight,
and win around the world.22
A diverse and inclusive force is effective at the point
of contact—the time and place where squads, platoons,
and companies achieve victory or decisive advantage—
because they combat group-think while trusting one
another with their lives.
May-June 2021
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A diverse and inclusive force is resilient. When
squad members come from various backgrounds and
cultures and share few of the same life experiences,
their common bonds are the shared hardships of
training and operations.
A diverse and inclusive force attracts and retains
talent. In 2015, Pentagon data said 71 percent of all
young Americans were ineligible to serve in the military for various reasons such as health issues, obesity,

A diverse and inclusive force helps young Americans,
families, and veterans trust and relate to the U.S. Army.
Outside of recruiting and talent management, the Army
is also a symbol of our Nation’s values—a source of pride
for the American conscience and our partners. A recent
Reagan Foundation survey found that Americans’ trust
in the U.S. military has declined since 2018, though it is
still above the public’s trust in six other public institutions.25 In the wake of a divisive 2020 marked by racial

Gen. Michael X. Garrett (right) cheers on soldiers assigned to the 7th Army Training Command 29 October 2019 during the final stretch of an
esprit-de-corps run in Grafenwoehr, Germany. (Photo by Spc. Ryan Barnes, U.S. Army)

physical fitness, education, and criminal history.23 Our
all-volunteer military needs the best talent from the
remaining 29 percent and cannot afford a reputation
that turns off our country’s smartest, healthiest, and
most moral women and people of color. For example,
we do not know how many women have declined to
consider joining the Army in light of the horrifying
death of Spc. Vanessa Guillen.24 We may never know,
but we have likely missed the chance to train and develop some future senior leaders.
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tension and conflict, the military can and should be a
source of national unity.
A diverse and inclusive force represents American
values abroad. In 1997, a Bolivian army corporal
named Rodrigo Mendoza trained alongside soldiers
from 7th Special Forces Group (Airborne) during a
training exchange in his own country.26 Inspired by
this experience, Mendoza completed his mandatory national military service, moved to Puerto Rico,
enlisted in the 82nd Airborne Division, gained U.S.
19

citizenship, and eventually earned a Special Forces
green beret of his own. Every day, diverse and cohesive
teams of soldiers across the world represent the democratic values that make America strong. And while
these exchanges are meant to build partner capacity,

to balance “people” and “readiness” in their units.
Specifically, diversity and inclusion within the military are vital strategic assets that keep our force
strong and set our Nation apart on the global stage.
However—beyond strategy—diversity, inclusion,

Diversity and inclusion within the military are vital
strategic assets that keep our force strong and set
our Nation apart on the global stage.

not recruit foreign citizens, Mendoza’s story demonstrates the reach and impact of American values.
Without this reach, we would not only lose influence
abroad but also present adversaries with opportunities
to undermine our Nation’s credibility.
As an organization that has declared “People First!,”
we have an obligation to follow through on this promise
by ensuring respect and decency across our formations.27 And ultimately, a diverse Army will attract the
best of America’s next generation when they see themselves in the chain of command and know they have
equal opportunities to lead and advance.
Leaders who look at the Army’s top priority,
“People First!,” in a strategic context are well-prepared

tolerance, respect, and fair opportunities are essential rights for all people. Leaders who disagree with
the idea that diversity is a strategic asset have no less
responsibility to ensure inclusion at their level. It is
their legal and ethical responsibility.
This article’s strategic context is a new way for leaders
to think about diversity, but at the end of the day, these
justifications are not the reason the U.S. Army takes care
of its people. We take care of our people because it is
right, because we care, and because they deserve it.
The Army is fortunate to have leaders who have the
heart to take care of people today and the perspective
to understand the long-term impacts of unit culture on
military readiness.
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